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Abstract— One can retrieve credential information –credit 

card number, email password etc and other important 

information by using cross site scripting. Session hijacking, 

Web page deface, Redirect to attacker’s personal tracking web 

site are the common output for the cause of cross site scripting 

attack. In this paper we deeply analysis implementation 

technique of preventing cross site scripting attack of three latest 

tools or proposals such as Blueprint, XSSDS, SWAP. Here we 

evaluated Blueprint against XSSDS and SWAP and design an 

optimized model by using  different features of these tools. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 We can noticed Cross Site Scripting(XSS) in a simple 
way that injecting vulnerable scripting code into user input 
i.e. HTML tag ,CSS, Address bar, Input Box(most 
commonly in a  blog application such as Comment Box). 
XSS is categorized as three types Stored, Reflected and 
Dom based attack [6-8].Our main importance about the 
prevention of stored and reflected XSS attack. When an 
attacker send a link or attractive image against which the 
attacker set a vulnerable script to control over the victim’s 
session. 
      In Stored XSS attack malicious script is stored in  
different message forum, comment field and many other 
attackers decorated trapping website. When other users visit 
this site then attacker retrieve sensitive information by 
executing attacker’s stored  malicious code. Reflected  XSS 
attack occurs specially when a user click  untrusted links in 
an e-mail message or on some other web server then the 
injected code is reflected off the web server  such as an error 
message ,search result or any other response  that includes 
some or all of the input sent to the server  as part of the  
request and attacker gains users cookies and other sensitive 
data. The DOM (Document Object Model) based XSS attack 

most commonly occurs during content process stages. Most 
attacks will strike at the immediate markup of a HTML 
document. However, HTML may also be manipulated by 
Javascript using the DOM. An injected payload, rendered 
safely in HTML, might still be capable of interfering with 
DOM operations in Javascript  [15-19].The basic scenario of 
these attack shown in following figures[20]. 

 

  
 

Figure 1(a) Reflected XSS attack 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1(b) Stored XSS attack 
 

      
        Attackers personal attractive web site and the visitor is 
trapped by different query and the attacker retrieve 
credential information from him. The prevention 
techniques of cross site scripting are two types-Client side 
and Server side. In client side solution it is not possible to 
create strong environment to protect stored cross site  
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scripting where script come from server where as In server 
side the performance is degraded so we have to conscious 
about the both side.  
For a strong solution to prevent XSS attack both in server 
side and client side we optimize different features of three 
Blueprint[1], XSSDS[2], SWAP[3].  All the three tools 
Blueprint, XSSDS, SWAP have some common components 
such as javascript parser, html parser, internal encoding 
technique but for the use of different position or state the 
performance is varied. Section-2 shows how XSS occurs, 
Section-3 describes the general implementation technique of 
the tools , Section-4 describes the specific technique 
comparison ,Section-5 describes the proposed optimized 
model. 
                                            

II. HOW XSS ATTACK OCCURS 

 When a web server wants to track the communication 
of web browser then web server sends HTTP Cookie to 
the browser which cookie includes the information by which 
server can identify the user. If an attacker can access this 
cookie at the users browser then the attacker can access 
sensitive information of the user [9]. 

 
The following figure shows the scenario how an attacker 

injects code against the “click here” statement. When an 
attacker clicks to the statement the attacker retrieves his 
cookie information i.e. session id. 

 
 

    

    
 

Figure 1(c) Malicious script against a common statement to 

retrieve  cookie information 

 
       

In Internet to communicate we use HTTP protocol which 
is a stateless protocol so it is not possible for a web site to 
keep the  information which  user  individually logged  in  
a  site  ,  to  remove  this  problem cookie  is  introduced  in  
web development. In figure1-c cookie variable is declared 
in client side which hold the session- id which created in 
server side. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1(d): After retrieving use the cookie information 
 

   After getting the Session-id attacker copied to his own 
sites Session id and take over the control of victim’s side 
and retrieve personal information from his mail. After 
getting the Session-id attacker copied to his own sites 
Session id which is shown in figure 1(d) and  take over the 
control of victim’s side and retrieve personal information 
from his mail [10]. 
 
 

III. HOW EXISTING TOOL WORKS 

 

          Now we describe how our selected tools are 

technically performs their action to prevent cross site 

scripting attack. 

A. Blueprint 

       Blueprint tool looking for a un-trusted place on browser 
and remove all un-trusted HTML by content filtering. 
Blueprint generate parse tree from un-trusted HTML on the 
application server and the generated parse tree is conveyed 
to the browser’s document On the client browser. Blueprint 
must be permissive enough to allow 2(a) benign HTML 
content derived from untrusted user input, and still defend 
against (b) subtle attacks that use malformed content to 
trigger and exploit browser parsing quarks[13]. 
 

 
 

Figure 2(a) Benign HTML blog comment 
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Figure 2(b) Malicious HTML blog comment 
 
 

To address the thread posed by raw untrusted data is 
converted to encoded representation using base64 encoding 
scheme, which is consisted by character or alphabet (‘a-z’) 
which are syntactically inert in basic HTML web structure . 

 

 

 

Figure 3  Data Encoded static model for blog comment (Figure 2(b)) 

as generated by the server side Blueprint library (Figure 4(b) lines 6-7) 

and trusted script to invoke the client side Blueprint model interpreter 

 
        Client side model interpreter is used to decode this 
model using trusted javascript code. For instances to create 
an HTMl element we use document. createElement(), to 
create text content use doc .createTextnode().This tool 
eliminate the influence of CSS parser , JavaScript parser and 
response to URI parser threat. For CSS they only use static 
property name from white list and disabling dynamic 
properties value. For example static element. style and 
dynamic property is set expression(….).To reduce 
JavaScript parser influence Blueprint support of untrusted 
data as string and numerical literal. For example the 
following figure shows when untrusted data model 
interpreter return decoded string value to the calling content 
. 

 
   Code-a 

 
     Code-b 
 

       From the above figure we understand that Line2 of 

Code-a is decoded as line2 of Code-b which form is not 

executed by browser.    

 

B. How to integrate this Blueprint tool with web 

application 

 
 For that integration we need server side component-

PHP and client side script library- external JavaScript file 
linked to the output web page. The web application statement 
that outputs untrusted data needs to call server side Blueprint 
module.  

 

 
 

Figure 4(a) Example of original PHP blog source code for emitting 

untrusted user comments 

    

 
 

Figure 4(b) Modified source code for automatically generating and 

emitting a script free model(Figure-3) of  untrusted  user comments. 

 

       Fig-4(a) shows the PHP source for blog application 

and Blueprint server side interface as shown in fig-4(b). In 

fig-2(a) containing HTML in this context and the call to 

Blueprint::cxPCData() in fig-4(b) which outputs the 

encoded for this context. 

 

C. Resource utilization 

 
 The additional delay is measured which is  incurred 

while rendering BLUEPRINT –enabled pages on all 8 
browsers. The main Additional time required to render each 
tested page Wordpress blog page and Mediawiki page when 
BLUEPRINT was enabled result varied. 

 

 

Figure 4(c): Modified source code for automatically 
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 In these graphs, the horizontal axis represents the number 
of bytes the original untrusted HTML required. To mimic 
worst case browser processing overheads, our client 
measurement were taken by requesting pages from the 
server on the same local network, devoid of any effect of 
typical network transmission. As a result data in the figure 
reflects delays on the server and delays on the browser due to 
changes in untrusted content but does not reflect typical 
network delay. 

 

D. XSSDS 

 
       Server side cross site scripting detection 

system(XSSDS) relies on HTTP traffic incoming parameter 

and Reflected XSS issue .The defense strategies have two 

parts: First, input filtering  filtering validating all incoming 

data and Secondly, output sanitization- <, “,/, are HTML 

encoded before user supplied data is inserted in to 

outgoing HTML by that untrusted data is disarmed XSS 

prevented. This application remove all URL encoding from 

the input data then HTML encode character before inserting 

the result into the web page content being generated. Figure 

6: Parameter decoding and encoding . 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Relevant character encodings 
 

For matching the subsequent field of any parameter, Here 
use Ukkonen algorithm and filtering matches with length <15 
cause no reasonably complex malicious script will be shorter 
than 15 characters. We will illustrate them by example: 

 
     location=http:// — 16 chars 
    document.write() — 16 chars 
    document.cookies — 17 chars 

 
      One attacker may inject script tag by using URL- 
<script src="http://a.org/e.js"></script>. An Alarm is 
raised if the above algorithm find a match >=10 character 
in length cause no absolute URL not shorter then 10 (http://-
-7 character consume). This is actually training based XSS 
detector. 
 

IV. COMPARISON 

A. Passing Code to these tools 

For using different vulnerable code we use XSS Cheat 
sheet[5]. For example we pass the code firstly into the 

Blueprint then by XSSDS tool. In Blueprint tool which 
interface is open source for code testing [20] is shown below. 
The code is <h1> North South University</h1><script> 
document.cookie</script>  in Blueprint of figure-6.Here   
Only North South University is executed but 
document.cookie is not executed and it is converted by 
base64 encoded scheme .  

 

 
    

Figure 6 Blueprint tools output against scripting code 
 

 
 

Figure 7  XSSDS-ouput 
 

 
 In XSSDS of figure-7, the code is <h1> North South 

University</h1><script> document.cookie</script> here  

all the <,>,/ are encoded. 
 

B. Technical  Drawback  Analysis 

Cross site scripting is mostly occurred for the cause of 
Input filtering failures. In the following table we describe 
the technical drawbacks of our selected tools . 

 
             

Table 1: Drawbacks in input handling 

Tools Input Handling 

Strategy 

 

Drawback 

XSSDS 

In XSSDS[2] to 

detect XSS 

,matching incoming 

data and outgoing 

javascript using 

similarity metrics. 

For input filtering 

encoder is used to 

encode certain 

character(For  

example: HTML 

character entity-&lt 

, JavaScript single 

escape character- 

\<, URL encoding-

This input 

handling 

technique is 

effective but at 

recent time it is 

also thretened 

cause the 

algorithm is 

established to 

decode them and 

the training phase 

of this technique 

is more sensible 

http://a.org/e.js
http://--7/
http://--7/
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%3C etc.). Outgoing 

scripts are checked 

by training based 

XSS detector ,if any 

unlisted script is 

found raise an 

alarm. 

SWAP 
 

 In SWAP[3] a 

reverse Proxy is 

operated to forward 

each web response 

via  JavaScript 

tester before 

sending back to 

client in order to 

differentiate 

between 

benign(implemented 

originally in the 

web application) 

and injected 

JavaScript code 

such as <script> 

turns to 

<scrip1>. 

Encode all benign 

JavaScript as 

scripted and after 

verifying that no 

malicious page exist 

in the page 

Decoding all 

scripted to restore 

original code and 

back to the client 

 

The input filtering 

mechanism is not 

so strong here  

and for high 

performance and 

speed it is not 

suitable. 

NOXES 

Noxes[4] handle 

URL(refers to  

external link 

embedded in web 

page cause  usually 

local links are not 

used by attacker) by 

its personal filtering 

rule. First the link is 

checked by Referer 

HTTP header by 

splitting URl  with 

respect”.”then 

match with 

temporary and 

permanent firewall 

rules ,if not match 

then inform the user 

to block the request. 

This strategy not 

effective for 

persistent cross 

site scripting 

attack 

Blueprint 

In Blueprint[1] 

HTMl parser, 

javascript parser is 

used to validate 

different injected 

As Blueprint is 

called in server 

side so it is less 

strong for client 

side but overall 

script. They design 

a standard model for 

all untrusted input 

and encoded it by 

base64 which is 

more secured then 

other tools 

Blueprint is most 

powerful to 

disable script in 

input such as 

comment box 

 

V. PROPOSED OPTIMIZED MODEL 

 
In the following model Blueprint tool is used with some 

additional feature such as request goes by a script tester 
which act as a local proxy[3-SWAP] and if there is any 
vulnerable script then it is informed to user which is more 
visual to understand for user and there is a link checker is 
used if attacker redirect the user in a new domain and then a 
new phase is added where browser specific a ideally involve 
one instance of each supported browser for parsing and 
merge the resulting list based on the scripts location within 
the page. Then request is passed to the Blueprint where all 
scripting language act as a plain text.  

 

 
        Figure 8: Optimized model using Blueprint and Swap tool 
 

 

A. How It Works 

 

Script Tester: It can determine whether a page contains 

JavaScript content or not. For that First, to get notified of 

scripts which are executed automatically on loading of the 

page, we directly hook into the code responsible for script 
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execution. Second to get notified of event handlers , most 

of which are only executed on user interaction, we hook in  

 

 

to the code responsible for keeping track of registered event 

handlers. Third, to get notified of JavaScript URL link 

scripts which are only executed when clicked upon. 
 

 Link Checker: To check if any link exist which redirect the 

user. 

 

Browser Specification: Different browsers attack scenario 

is introduced and merged by training based detector. 

 

Blueprint: It works as a simple way which is stated above. 

 
  

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
We completed a survey on that topic first that we 

analysis on the latest cross site attack prevention tool and 
we observe that Blueprint has strong implementation 
technique to prevent XSS attack. Blueprint, XSSDS, SWAP 
all the latest tool we combine them to find an optimized 
model where some licking of these tools are removed such 
as Blueprint only called in server side but here a script 
detector is used in client side and XSSDS and SWAP are 
threatened to protect attack from different browser so for 
browser compatibility we use an extra phase where we try to 
eliminate it.  

 
Overall we observe the performance and how these tools 
facilitate us. To prevent new scripting attack we should 
develop more powerful tool and always trained our tools 
with advance scripting flaws. 
 
The future work is to decrease dependency on others 

developing tools such as Blueprint or SWAP which we use 

in this model and integrate a new technique in place of 

Blueprint and script tester. 
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